LORD JEFFS CRUSH UNBEATEN JESSEEMEN IN EASY TRIUMPH

Hopes For Untoled Team Topped By Fast-Moving Amherst Backfield

TRINITY ON DEFENSIVE

Blood, Firman Behind Big Line Pus Through Two Tallies To Sew Up Victory

Pratt Field, Amherst, November 11 —The Blue and Gold forces of Trinity College were vowed at all of the '39 by a shifty, hard-driving Amherst eleven which repeated its '38-per- formed feat by ousting the Jesters in Cook Lounge at four o'clock on which all Junior and Senior Jesters are expected to be present. All Freshmen who expect to win the Jesters' third crown in the in- duction of "Silas, the Choir Boy" are requested to be present at this meeting.

The meeting will commence at 4 p.m. and discussion of the transaction of business, individual committees will meet under the supervision of their respective chairmen.

BLUE AND GOLD RUNNERS TRIM AMHERST HARRIERS

Oostenango Take Five Of First Six Places To Win By 20-35 Score

A fake ping in which she figures as victim of her abductors was A recent and informal
A graduate of the A graduate of the<br>Onward, Conn. A graduate of the

PUBLICITY FOR "SILAS" TO REACH NEW HEIGHTS

Pamphlets, Posters, And Tickets To Help Cheer On The Day Of Gay Nineties Era

The Jesters' production of Frank B. Bernard's "Silas, the Choir Boy," is progressing rapidly under a large cast exhibited and published, and the<br>Onward, Conn. A graduate of the

Eric Purdon, Former Tripeder Editor, Author Of Recently Published Novel

By Lee Goodman, '41

Eric Purdon, an illustrious member of Alpha Delta Phi, and the Class of '35, was, among other things, on the Varsity swimming squad, and on the Tripod staff. Born in the Philippines, he was educated in the United States, and trained at the college in New York, where he prepared for Trinity at St. columbus. After graduation he joined an expedition to Inner Mongolia, which is the locale of his recent book for young people, "The Valley of Locks."

The novel tells the story of a young girl, Nyeema, whose tranquil peasant life is suddenly disturbed by a kidnapping in which she figures as victim of an Altai Lama, the Organizer of the religious rites of the festival of the Grand Lama. She was rescued by a young man named Hope, who, in the course of providing for Nyeema's safety, not only became her protector, but also managed to bring about the reconciliation of the two nations which had been estranged by the presence of the Altai Lama. The story is marked by its vivid portrayal of the Altai Lama's cruelty and the bravery of the young man who opposed him, and by its portrayal of the Altai Lama's attempt to inject religion and politics into the lives of those who opposed him. The novel is a fine example of the author's ability to create a vivid and compelling story, and it is sure to be enjoyed by readers who appreciate a good adventure story.

Eric Purdon has written a number of other novels, including "The Valley of the Moon" and "The Valley of the Sun," and has been a frequent contributor to the college magazine. He is currently working on a new novel, which he hopes to complete within the next few months.

For Saturday night six fraternities have arranged house dances, and the other houses have planned to have house parties. Although all the fraternity houses which are planning to have house parties have announced lists of their guests for the week-ends, it has been discovered that a large number of Trinity men have not yet put their minds to what they will do and what they will attend. A recent and informal survey showed that 10.6 per cent. of the college body in general, 30.4 per cent. of the fraternity men, and 30.2 per cent. of the non-fraternity men are at present faced with this dilemma. Although there have been few parties in recent weeks, the interest in parties is sure to increase as the college prepares for a semi-formal dance in the College Lounge, a dress-up party which is likely to be the biggest week-end during the college term. The party is scheduled to take place at the hotel, and it is expected that a large number of students will attend.

For Last Game

Psilopon and Alpha Chi Rho Initiate Thirteen Men

The Phi Psi Chapter of Alpha Chi Rho, located in the college, has announced the initiation of the following men: Robert Mc- Clem, P. J. Gerken, P. J.; George Blackham, '41; Robert Dills, '42; Philadelphia, Pa.; John G. Fitzgerald, '41, Hartford, Conn.; George D. Stoughton, '42, West Hartford, Conn.; Peter J. Purdon, '42, New York, N. Y.; Robert Ewert, former Yale star and disciple of the Lord Jeffs, has also been initiated.

INFANTRY OF GORGEOUS DAMSELS INVADES TRIN FOR WES PARTIES

The Phi Psi Chapter of Alpha Chi Rho, located in the college, has announced the initiation of the following men: Robert Mc- Clem, P. J. Gerken, P. J.; George Blackham, '41; Robert Dills, '42; Philadelphia, Pa.; John G. Fitzgerald, '41, Hartford, Conn.; George D. Stoughton, '42, West Hartford, Conn.; Peter J. Purdon, '42, New York, N. Y.; Robert Ewert, former Yale star and disciple of the Lord Jeffs, has also been initiated.
DR. AYDELOTT SPEAKS ON PROBLEMS OF WAR

Finds Fallacy In Democracy vs. Dictatorship Argument; Attacks Poland

Wednesday, November 14 — "Problems of the Present War" was the subject chosen by Professor William Aydelotte, vice president of the university, in the morning chapel service.

He stated that it is hard for us to realize that the nations of the world are in a state of war because it is easy to be misled by the apparent "trivial" in everyday life. The reason the roots of the struggle are deep, and an easy peace is out of the question.

This, the speaker believed, will be the most portentous of all wars. The struggle would not be a struggle of one against a prior one, but a struggle of one against aggression and dictatorship. This is not to be found around a conference table. John Henry Jackson at one end of the table, and he the victim of German aggression. The speaker thought that American sympathy and has also accordingly been awarded such a status.

Those who remember the last war wondered whether this one would also be as long and cruel as the last. "There's much talk about American sympathy, and there is no need to be neutral in sentiment. It is a war that is going on against aggression and dictatorship. It is a war that we cannot afford to lose, and we cannot afford to remain neutral. We have a stake in this war, and we have a stake in Europe. For that reason, we should study this problem more carefully."

We should consider the issue.

"Of course, if the face of it, the thing is simple. The Allied case may be presented thus. Certain democratic nations, England, France, and Russia, are fighting against a dictatorship, Germany, which has been unpopular in this country due to its policy. There is no cause for the Allies in a defensive one for the Allies."

"The defense is smart and powerful. Johnny Green at the San Francisco Union is a case in point. He has been called on to present the American point of view in the game of diplomacy. He has presented the case as he believes it."

JESTERS' MELODRAMAS

(Continued from page 1.)

Next season will bring a new group of players and a new production. The Jesters' Melodrama this season is called "Subterranean," and is a production of the "Jesters' First Year." The new production will be presented in the Little Theatre on the campus.

The Jesters are making plans for a return engagement of the play on December 15, but they are concentrating on the production of the play itself. In addition to the ornate posters there are to be glandy tickets, flashy show programs, ushers in costumes, between-the-act performers, and even barkers and criers selling their wares in the theatre.

OFFICE NEWS

The Rev. Henry A. McNulty, who has been for twenty-eight years a missionary in Soochow, China, will return to the United States. He announced that tickets will go on sale Friday afternoon during the war is over, and they are to be used in the theater for the performance of "Jesters' Melodrama." He is now in this country on a short furlough, planning to return to China in the summer.

Mr. McNulty will talk informally about his experiences in China on Tuesday evening, after supper in the Alpha Delta Phi House, for such students as wish to meet him. On Wednesday evening he will speak in the College Chapel.

The Athletic Department has announced that the prizes for Saturday's football game will be $10.00 for adults and 25 cents for children under twelve. There will be a reserved seating section for Trinity students only.
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**KENTUCKY CLUB**

LISTEN TO

VOX POP

The Voice of the Student Body - WDCR, WCTR, and Calloway National

The rivalry of Trinity and Wesleyan goes back farther than most Trinity fans realize. The following is a passage taken verbatim from Mr. Arthur E. Patterson of the New York Herald Tribune.

"One of football's most publicized incidents a quarter century back was forgotten last winter when Trinity and Wesleyan played their opening game and announced their game as a finale for each. They hadn't closed the season with this game since 1905. "Old Blue" and "Old Gold" had both occasions rejoiced at the decision. They recalled the natural rivalry which once blurred between these great River cities of learning. They remembered the trolley rides from Middletown to Hartford, gay after victory, mournful after defeat. But this was when the Trinity-Wesleyan game was the big thing in Connecticut football—before the "Brickey Case," which made all the front page twenty odd years ago.

In 1915 George Vincent Brickley, brother of Harvard's famous drop-kicking Charlie, ended a five-game losing streak against Amherst at Trinity. He had played semi-pro baseball openly and under his own name. He had been given a tryout by Connie Mack's Athletics in Florida. Then he was guaranteed an education and wasn't particularly interested whether it involved football.

"After the game at Trinity a boy who had played for money in one sport remained eligible to compete for Trinity in another line of athletic endeavor. There also was a four-year law which permitted Brickley to play as a freshman. So, at the urging of friends, including the football captain, Brickley played football. Unfortunately, Trinity's opponents protested. N. T. U. and Columbia cancelled their games, the former granting an early but enjoyable victory.

The starting lineup will probably feature halfback Jimmy Williams in the scoring positions; Barriere at center forward; Roster and Mulkey or Dew in the inside positions; Casson, Insley, and Connolly at halfback; and Crotchet in the goal.

\[...\]

**AMHERST POWER DOWNS BLUE AND GOLD SQUAD**

Injuries Riddle Hilltoppers As Pete Righi's Jackpot Are Sent To Infirmary

(Continued from page 1.)

20, in two plays Blood ripped off eight yards, but Carey stopped him. iris.

Amherst's next threat was good for three yards and Blood immediately kicked from this three yard line to the Trinity 12. After another first down was made through the line, Amherst Three's soccer championship was called on the two-yard line. The placement went wide. The half ended with Amherst in possession of the ball after a fumble on the Trinity 35, and after Blood had carried the ball.

"The kick-off to start the second half went to Amherst over the goal line, but Blood, a quick pivot man, ran out a gain, but Potter was forced to punt after two tate fumbles short of a first down. Harris worked the ball up his 46 and Kramer carried the Blue and Gold indicator to the 41. The Jeffmen tightened up then and Harris was forced to punt to Smith's 35 yard line. Amherst's next threat was good for three yards, and Blood was forced to punt from the Trinity 22.

An exchange of punts followed with Amherst running back Harris from his punt back to his 40 to the 35. Blood and Roberts alternated and moved Amherst to the Trinity 35-40, before the ball was fumbled, Roberts for no gain and the entire forward wall surged over Amherst on the next kick.

While Harris was winning Saturday, Trinity was losing to Amherst at the score of 4-1. But the Blue and Gold booters have a squad that has been encouraged by a sweeping victory over Coast Guard.

In the Amherst game one of the chief weaknesses of the Trinity team was apparent, the inability to stop the flour. Blood stepped into the tail back position and kicked the ball out of bounds. On the next play, Blood stepped into the tail back position and kicked the ball to the 35 yard line, Harris took the kick-off at his 33 yard line, and the line moved the ball to midfield, but the line was stopped on the 11. Trinity later scored on a long pass play from Harris to Insley, who will be counted on heavily this year. Last Saturday they tied with Harvard, 0-0. Blood and Harris have a contract to punt after a turnover on the Amherst side. The Trinity line always has returned with the ball.

1905 THE TRINITY TRIPOD

Page Three

Ray Oosting's cross-country team will end their current campaign this Friday afternoon when they run the Massachusetts State track over the local three and a half-mile course. The Baystaters have had a consistent squad that has displayed good balance and has compiled an enviable record in competition with some teams of superior caliber. In the Connecticut Valley Conference the Littles finished their season with this race, and announced their game as a finale for each. They hadn't closed the season with this game since 1905.

"Old Blue" and "Old Gold" had both occasions rejoiced at the decision. They recalled the natural rivalry which once blurred between these great River cities of learning. They remembered the trolley rides from Middletown to Hartford, gay after victory, mournful after defeat. But this was when the Trinity-Wesleyan game was the big thing in Connecticut football—before the "Brickey Case," which made all the front page twenty odd years ago.

In 1915 George Vincent Brickley, brother of Harvard's famous drop-kicking Charlie, ended a five-game losing streak against Amherst at Trinity. He had played semi-pro baseball openly and under his own name. He had been given a tryout by Connie Mack's Athletics in Florida. Then he was guaranteed an education and wasn't particularly interested whether it involved football.

"After the game at Trinity a boy who had played for money in one sport remained eligible to compete for Trinity in another line of athletic endeavor. There also was a four-year law which permitted Brickley to play as a freshman. So, at the urging of friends, including the football captain, Brickley played football. Unfortunately, Trinity's opponents protested. N. T. U. and Columbia cancelled their games, the former granting an early but enjoyable victory.

The starting lineup will probably feature halfback Jimmy Williams in the scoring positions; Barriere at center forward; Roster and Mulkey or Dew in the inside positions; Casson, Insley, and Connolly at halfback; and Crotchet in the goal.**
The Trinity Triumph November 14, 1939

50 BEAUTIFUL GIRLS
(Continued from page 1.)
received the following telegram at least once during the past week: "Tory, would love to, but can't make it, stop signed, blanked black."
The increased potentialities of the 1939 season has made the Trinity men have made the case become so desperate in many instances that Trinity will actually have to depend upon the natural resources of Eleanor Olson, Hartford; and Loyola.

THE miSSes Nancy S. Chandler, New London, Conn.; Margaret Murray, Tarrytown, N. Y.; Evelyn Beigh-
ley, Orange, N. Y.; Sally Ann Creeden, Wellesley, Mass.; Jane Lutes, Boston, Mass.; Diana Allyn, Bennington, Vt.;
Elizabeth Shepard, New York City; Katherine Balob, Hartford, Conn.; Eleanor Olsen, Hartford; and Loyola
Gallagher, Baltimore, Md.

Delta Kappa Epsilon
The Misses Betty O'Brien, West Hartford; Dorothy Stroud, Albany, N. Y.; Betty Ross, Portland, Me.;
Marion Volk, Woodmont, Conn.; Kay Anderson, Hartford, Conn.; Diana Curley, Sparrows Point, Md.; Marge
Karch, Edgewood, N. J.; Judy Dunham, Scranton, Pa.; Eleanor Westmore, Gardner's Lake, Conn.;
Mary Higgins, Walthamfield, Conn.;乙烯 Rice, Williamsville, Conn.; Elizabeth Cox Green, Wellesley,
Mass.; Mary Lou Eyenson, West Hartford, Conn.; Julia Breed, West Hartford, Conn.; Ann Hutchinson,
West Hartford, Conn.; Mary Beth Slick, Canfield, Ohio; Edith Moir, Boston, Mass.; Crocker, Boston, Mass.;
Grace Phelen, New York City; Ellen Mehaffey, Boston, Mass.; Jane Herrmann, East Orange, N. J.;
Joanne Pinnell, White Plains, N. Y.

Followings are the week-end programs arranged by the different houses.

Delta Psi
Formal house dance Saturday night; house party.

Alpha Chi Rho
Formal house dance Saturday night; house party.

SABRINA FROSH DOWN
BLUE AND GOLD CUBS
Amherst, Saturday, November 11—
Held scoreless for more than fifty-nine minutes by a stubborn Trinity defense, the Amherst freshman eleven capitalized on the last play of the game today to defeat the Blue and Gold frosh 6-0. The winning tally resulted from a 20-yard pass into the end zone, seconds before the final gun.

Immediately after the opening kick off, Amherst, with Wilder and Drumheller carrying the ball, drove for
the field to the Trinity five-yard line. However, at that point, the Blue and Gold forward wall braced and
regained the ball down. The rest of the first half resolved itself into a punting duel between the two teams as the play

Delta Kappa Epsilon
Tea dance after football game on Saturday afternoon with Mancho and his native rhythms; formal house
dance Saturday night.

Delta Psi
Formal dance Saturday night; house party.

Alpha Chi Rho
Formal dance Saturday night; house party.

S Nuggets

There's a story about Cigarette Tobaccos

THERE ARE FOUR TYPES of tobaccos found in the more popular cigarettes, namely...Bright, Maryland, Burley and Turkish.

ALL THESE TOBACCO except Turkish (which is bought direct from the planters in Turkey and Greece) and Maryland (which is bought through sealed bids under government supervision) are bought at public auction, just like any other auction where you might have bought in a table or a chair.

At the auction sale the tobacco is piled in baskets weighing from about 100 to 500 pounds and each purchaser buys all of his tobacco by competitive bidding for the particular picles he wants.

The Chesterton buyers buy the best of these 'ribbon tobaccos,' and are generally MILD. They are made of the world's best cigarette tobaccos. You can't buy a better cigarette.

It is because of this combination that Chestertons are COOLER, have a BETTER TASTE and are FITFAR- MILD. They are made of the best tobaccos. You can't buy a better cigarette.